Law In Order becomes Australia's first Relativity Certified
Reseller

Sydney, NSW: November 2, 2011

Law In Order today announced it has been successfulin earning the Relativity Certified Reseller status the first Australianbureau to do so. Law In
Order partneredwith kCura in 2009 to bring the online review tool to the Australian market andhas since hosted multiple matters ranging in size from a
few Gigabytes toTerabytes worth of data.

We werepleasantly surprised at how quickly Relativity took off when we firstintroduced the software to Australian lawyers, said Paul Gooderick,
Directorof Law In Order. It was the logicalnext step for us to offer Relativity as a separate installation, continuesGooderick. Clients now have the option
tohost the application themselves or have Law In Order host and manage theirlicense securely on our servers without the cost of adding to their own
ITinfrastructure.

To qualify forthis certification, LIO personnel completed both the Relativity CertifiedAdministrator and Relativity Certified Sales Professional programs.
"We definitelyhave made a full commitment in developing Relativity expertise amongst ourconsultants Australia-wide so that Law In Order can provide
the highest levelsof client service, and support," states Gooderick.

Wereexcited to recognize Law In Order as the first Relativity Certified Reseller inAustralia, said Andrew Sieja, president and CEO of kCura. They
havedemonstrated their expertise in Relativity as a Premium Hosting Partner, andhave done a great job delivering and supporting the software in the
Australianmarketplace.

Law In Order provides a complete solution to thee-discovery process, from initial consulting, early case assessment & informationanalysis to
processing and production of data.Since partnering with Relativity as a Premium Hosting Partner in 2009, LawIn Order has been a leader in Relativitys
use and deployment, and has both RelativityCertified Administrators and Relativity Certified Sales Professional on staff,allowing them to provide
informed support to clients.

Relativity is theweb-based e-discovery platform that provides users with the flexibility todesign and automate their review workflow, the scalability to
handle theindustrys largest cases, and the tools to go faster and work smarter.Relativity allows users to more effectively search large volumes of data
usingcomputer-assisted review, as well as reveal trends and patterns in a case withdata visualization tools. By building applications on top of
Relativity, userscan also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, during, and afterreview.

For more informationor to book your free Demo, please contact our Business Development Managers at sales@lawinorder.com.au.
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